Welding samples from the 2017 SkillsUSA regional competition in Holbrook.
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Campuses
Little Colorado Campus
1400 E. Third Street
Winslow, AZ
p (928) 289-6511
f (928) 289-6512

Painted Desert Campus
2251 E. Navajo Blvd.
Holbrook, AZ
p (928) 524-7311
f (928) 524-7312
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1611 S. Main Street
Snowflake/Taylor, AZ
p (928) 536-6211
f (928) 536-6212
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1001 W. Deuce of Clubs
Show Low, AZ
p (928) 532-6111
f (928) 532-6112

Centers
Hopi Center
First Mesa
(Adjacent to Hopi Jr/Sr. High School)
Polacca, AZ
p (928) 738-2265
f (928) 738-2267

Kayenta Center
¼ mile north of Hwy. 160 on Hwy. 163
Kayenta, AZ
p (928) 697-8333
f (928) 524-7652

Springerville/Eagar Center
940 E. Maricopa St.
Springerville, AZ
p (928) 333-2498
f (928) 333-1526

St. Johns Center
65 South 3rd West
St. Johns, AZ
p (928) 337-4768
f (928) 337-4102

Whiteriver Center
720 S. Chief
Whiteriver, AZ
p (928) 388-5185
f (928) 524-7673
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AskNPC aims to answer any question anyone has about anything at NPC! The AskNPC database either gives you the answer or points you to the appropriate office to get an answer. There’s even a mobile app for AskNPC for iPhones and Droids. Simply download it to your phone!

So just AskNPC!

To send mail to NPC:
Please use this mailing address for all campus and center locations.
P.O. Box 610, Holbrook, AZ 85925
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